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Fulton Host To 3-State Golf
Tourney; Adams, Rogers,
Nall Tie For Top Honors

WFUL's Gene Gardner'points to photo of Elvis Presley revealing to Brenda Carrington of Gleason that
Elvis was one of the Mystery Stars on the station contest by that name. Brenda, identified all six of the
In the largest golf tournament ever held at the Fulstars and won herself an all-expense trip to see the
Country Club, 112 women golfers from eight clubs
ton
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville. (See Notebook).
gathered here Tuesday as guests of the ladies of the
local club. Top golfers from Missouri, Illinois and West
Kentucky joined Fulton golfers in turning in good
-jottings from
scores for tournament play.
Three golfers'tied with scores of 45 to be named top
for the day. Jane Ann Nall of Mayfield and Virginia
Rogers and Lucille Adams of Fulton al turned in 45's.
Public Inivted To Liston. In the draw to determine the medalist for the day,
Bid; Proceeds Will Go Lucille Adams was judged the winner. Mrs. Adams
turned in one of the best scores in her golfing career
For Park Equipment
to match the play of veteran tournament winners, Jane
The "Radio Auction" sponsorAnn Nall and Virginia Rogers.
beClub
Lions
Fulton
the
by
ed

Jo's

Lions Radio
Auction Starts
3-Day Run

Note Book

With contestants from five
states and a small mountain of
mail Gene Gardner concluded his
Mystery Star Contest at vim.
last month. It was the most suecemdul undertaking even attempted at the local station and all of
us out there got some real pleasure out or watching the daily
mail to see where some of the
contestants came from.
They came from everywhere
and that made us all happy. You
see, Gene was able to get topranking stars of radio and television to record their voices for
him and each day broadcast them
to the listening audience. To the
first person who identified the
six mystery voices the station awarded an all-expense trip for a
full week-end in Nashville at the
The • winner.
Grand Ole Opry
Brenda Carrington, a high school
student from Weapon. Te
correctly identified Moon and
this she will take a guest
her and accompanied by Podner
Gardner they will have a fine
time in Nashville.
Woody Wilson. manager of the
Maxwell House in Nashville says
he has the red carpet out for the
guests and with the stars of the
Grand Ole Opry adding their part
to the week-end it should be a
good time for all.
Several contestants identified
the mystery stars . . . and one
of them was a personal message
to WFUL from Elvis Presley himself . . . but the station had to
determine the winner by the earliest postmark. So Brenda won.
There was only an hour's difference in the postmark on Brenda's
letter and that of Amma Lou Gibbons of Newbern, Tenn
Entries came from as far away
as Lepanto, Ark., Cape Giradeau,
Mo., Cobden, Illinois, Humboldt,
Tenn., Halls, Tenn. and many
other distant points from Fulton.
It was tun having the contest and
I know the winner will have fun

gins today (Thursday) and will
be heard each day over WFUL
through Saturday
On Thursday and Friday the
auction will be aired from 2:00
to 3:00 p. m, and on Saturday
will be on the air from 1:00 to
4:00 p m. Col. Charles W. Burrow, popular auctioneer, will conduct the auction at the KU auditorium in downtown Fulton, and
it will be broadcast from that
point by the station.
The public is cordially invited
to attend and participate in the
auction in person at the KU office, where items can be seen and
examined prior to being auctioned off. Bids by phone, of course,
are welcomed and urged by club
members.
The auction telephone number
is 195, which represents • change
from the number previously assigned and listed last week.
Proceeds from the suction will
suiting the Lions Club to
add kriMiseements to the City
park.
Donations are s'll being solicited for the auction. Pies, cakes.
candies, almost any kind of items
are eagerly being sought. Anyone who can provide a contribunor% along these lines is asked to
call Food Homra at 237 or Robert
Burrow at 56.

Jaycee Meeting Slated
For Tonite At KU

Fulton School System Teachers
Are Announced For Coming Year

Mils Ella Doyle, Fulton High
School senior who has been attending the summer Journalism
Institute at Northwestern University in company with a picked group of 94 high school students through the nation, was
awarded the Institute's top honors
in feature writing at closing exercises last Friday.
Ella received a beautiful cup
commemorating the honor.
The feature writing award was
one of the five top honors for
which the group competed during
their six weeks at Evanston.

leavole official Branch Rickey and
others,
All parents are invited to attend this service with their
player-sons The publfc is cordially Invited.

Hunter Whitesell Named
To Local FHA Group
Hunter Whitsell, Fulton farmer and cattleman, has been been
appointed for a three-year term
as Fulton County cornmitteemao
for the Farmers Home AdminietraUon, succeeding the late Claude
Freeman of Fulton Serving with
Mr. Whitesell on the committee
sere Frank Beadles of Fulton and
Mr. Roberts of Cayce.

DEGREE AT UR
Logion Announces
Glenn Alderdice, Lynnville, reCream Supper
Ice
ceived his Master of Science in
civil engineering degree at the
The Amerian Legion Auxiliary
UK summer commencement Au- will sponsor an ice cream supper
Lexington.
gust 2 in
Friday night, August 9, at the
old Legion lot on Carr Street.
CONSTABLE RESIGNS
Joe Fuller, First district conMrs. Joe Holland, President,
stable, has resigned to accept a
announces that home made ice
DepartState
the
with
position
ment of revenue. Stationed at cream and cake will be served
the Post of entry on US 51. he is beginning at 6:00 p. m. The pubchecking trucks for fuel permits lic is cordially invited.

Beverly Hill Is
Nominated In
Local "Star hunt"

State Slates Three
County Roads For
Improvements

Mosquito Spray ASC Voting
Ella Doyle Wins Top Paying Off, Say Requirements
Honor At Northwestern State Observers
Are Listed

Local Churches Will Honor Little Leaguers
Night Service Here
In A Special Zpnday
be beet Vaulter. Bob Richards, big

A specie service, will
Sunday night at the First Baptint church at 71.30. This service
is being sponsorecaebotntly hT the
First Methodist Church and the
First Baptist Church for the purpose of recognizing the value of
clean athletics as enjoyed by the
youth of our community.
The local little league players
will wear their uniforms and alt
In a reserved section by teams
Laymen from both churches will
lead In introducing the teams and
recogolzing league officials. A
motion picture, MORE THAN
CHAMPIONS will be shown. This
picture shows great athletics in
action and also in testimony as
to what religion means to them.
Some of the Brooklyn Dodgeril,
All American Half bOk, Doak
Walker from Southern Methodist
University, Olympic champion Pole

Spud Edwards was assisted by
Bud White and Max McDade in
conducting the tournament and
while tee-off time was ninethirty, the last foursome drove
down the fairway on .number
one at 11:50 a. m.
Luncheon scheduled at noon
was served when the golfers
completed their first round of
Looking at yheir score cards, a'nd smiling at the
play. The early foursomes. .. the
45's all three of them turned in after nine holes
sizzling
long drivers and the short scorers, . . . were able to get in of golf in the local eight-club tournament are left to
another round before sorne of the right: Virginia Rogers, Fulton; Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield
players completed their first
and Lucille Adams of Fulton who was judged medalist
round.
The rolling fairway clipped to for the day after a three-way draw.
the likeness of velvet, and the
fast greens, proved a little too
much for some of the out-oftown golfers, who had been piling up low scores on some of the
less difficult courses around the
A second meeting of all young
area. One thing about the local men interested in forming a
(Cana/sued on page 5)
Junior Chamber of Commerce
- Roman, Arthur ft.—Band &
It won't be long now.
(Jaycee) organization in Pun&
First school bells will ring at Music.
and South Fulton will be held
Thomas, Charles—Phys. Ed &
Fulton High School on August
Thursday August 8 (tonite) at
29th . . for a faculty meeting of Coach.
the KU office in Fulton.
Willey, Ernest—Janitor.
all teachers in the local school
At this meeting it is hoped to
INSTITUTE
CARR
system. The meeting will be in
organise the group, draw up bythe study hall at FHS at 9:00 a.
Fleming, Ray—Prin. la Math.
laws and prepare a charts:. The
m.
Alley, Mrs. Georea—sPrunary
The Kentucky Department of meeting wit be attended by Jayterrned- Highways announced this week
On Friday August 30th at 9:00
all young
Bennett, Mrs. J
cees from Murray, and
a. m. the First Graders in all late.
that bids will be received on men between the ages of 21 and
—Inter- three road projects in this area 38 n the twin-eities area are inschools as well as other students
Buckingham, Mrs.
become
new to the system, will report at mediate.
vited to attend and
on August 22.
their respective schools.
Duley, Mrs. Guy—Junior High
charter members
the
following
roads
include
The
Superintendent of Fulton Social Science,
in Fulton County:
Schools W. L. Holland herewith
Forsee, Mary—Junior High,
MATERIALS SOUGHT
The Pewitt Road from Ky. 168,
announces the roster of teachers English, Library.
94,
51
Ky
3
west
US
to
of
miles
A truck from the Salvation
and substitutes for the four
Herring, Mildred — Intermed- 2
miles west of US 51, a distance Army Men's social service departschools in the Fulton system:
iate.
of 2.101 miles. Grade, drain and ment will be in Fulton Month,.
HIGH SCHOOL
Lester, Mrs. Maggie—PeillaarY•
traffic bound surface.
August 12 to pickup discarded'
Lowe, Lee Ella—Primary.
Martin, J. M.—Prin. & Science
r'roeee
The Sonduritat Road (Owner- AMNON
Moore, Mrs. Mildreflt—tisterBliFTOW, Mary if—English
sale of these materials
Slew) from Ky. 94, approximate- frame
mediate.
DeMyer, Mary—Home Re.
organizatNall, Mrs. M. C.—Junior High, ly 2.5 miles west Of W. C. L of stre used to assist the
Howell, Ova B.—Lib. az English
rehabilitating handicapped
1.8
in
Ky.
miles.
to
1282,
ion
Hickman
English.
Math.
&
Lowe. Alfred J.--Letin
men.
Roman, Mrs. A.— Music, Public Bituminous surface class C-1.
Martin, Mary F.—Social SciThe
Brownsville - Tennessee
School.
ence
Beverly Hill
RESURFACED, WIDENED
Wilson, Wilna C.—F ourth State Line Road from Ky. 1282,
Robertson, Ann—Commerce.
City
Highway 22 from Union
approximately 1.7 miles southMiss Beverly Hill, lovely daugh(Continued on page 5)
Robertson, William—Man. Tr.
west of Ky. 309 to the Tennes- to Martin will be resurfaced and ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Hill
see State Line, 2.3 miles. Bitum- widened to 24 feet, the Highway of Fulton, has been named by
department announced this week. the Fulton Theatre, The Fulton
inous surface Class C-1.
News and Station WFUL as their
representative to compete in the
Mid-South "Star-Hunt" competition in Memphis August 22. Miss
Hill will compete against winners
that have been selected from
Hot Springs, Ft.
-Who can vote in the election
Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Texarkana,
Program Will Continue
Tenn.. OwensJackson,
Smith,
Ala. He is majoring in engineerASC committeeThrough October: Still of community
The Memphis
ing at the University of Tennes- boro and Memphis.
men?" This question becomes one
will include such interesting
Finding -Trouble" Spots of primary importance to farmsee, Martin Branch, where he is trip
"extras" as modeling at GoldWith the rains having &lacked ers in every rural community aa sophomore.
smith's, plus a radio and TV inoff to some extent during the bout this time each year. A talk
Billy's work at Redstone con- terview over a:. Memphis station.
past two weeks, the mosquito- with Mr. C. C. Vaughn, who is
sists, for the present, in drawing
spraying program in and around chairman of the Obion County
One winner will be selected in
carriage plans for guided missies.
Fulton has become very effective, ABC Committee, furnished the
Memphis, who will receive an
the
40,000-acre
gets
around
He
area health authorities told THE cheered information.
trip to . New Orarsenal by means of taxis that all-expense-paid
NEWS Wednesday morning
final "Star-Hunt"
a
leans
for
are furnished to workers.
The eligibility requirements for
elimination there in early Sept"We feel that we have the
voting are clearly stated in reUnder the co-operative student ember. The winner in New Oradult mosquito population well
the
of
office
issued
out
gulations
will
training program, Billy
leans is guaranteed a part in a
under control" stated H a rrv
of the Secretary of Agriculture.
work at Redstone arsenal until movie.
Barry -We have now had three These regulations are based in
September, when he will return
sprayings of the area by airplane. turn on the laws governing these
Beverly, 20, a student at the
to UTMB for studies. He will reend the one last week used 2000 elections.
University of Kentucky, recently
to
in
turn
Redstone
December,
gallons of spray over the cities
played a bit part in PO Boone's
back to UTMB in March, and
To be eligible to vote a farmer
of Fulton and South Fulton. Our
forthcoming movie, filmed in cenback to Redstone in June. After
light-traps, which trap various must have done, or be. one of
tral Kentucky. She also placed
iii any person of
his Sophomore year he plans to
types of mosquitoes in the area, the folowing•
third in the 1967 "Miss Kentucks'
inan
the
his
at
Unihas
age
finish
who
voting
schooling
legal
Indicate that the Encephalitiscompetition, held in June.
versity of Tennessee in Knoxville.
type of mosquito has declined terest in R farm in the communor
tenant,
under
this
sharecropowner,
studying
Students
as
ity
sharply since this spraying proCHAPEL HILL REVIVAL
program work directly with proper, or, ay person not of legal
Billie Morris
gram started."
revival at Chapel Hill Church
A
of
in
is
charge
who
age
and
engineers
fessional
scientists
voting
pointed
group
the
and
Barry
begin Sunday evening Auwill
of
the
supervision
their
major
related
to
in
and
fields
Mr.
the
Morris,
son
farming
M.
of
Billy
toe
despite
out, however, that
gust 18 with Rev. Willie . Call,
fact that many ditches had been operations on the entire farm Mrs. L. J. Morris, 409 Green St., field of study.
They are on the payroll of the Sedalia, as evangelist. Services
completely rid of mosquito lar- (any person whose name appears Fulton, has begun the first ineach morning at 11
vae by foot spray and ground on a farm deed as an owner dustrial work period of his Co- Army Ballistic Missile Agency or will be held
evening at 7:45 p. m.
fogging machines, there was still shall be considered as having an operative Student Training Pro- Redstone Arsenal during the a. m, and
through August 24th.
Continued on Page Five
gram in the Industrial Division quarter they work here.
(Continued on page 5)

Local Engineering Student Doing
Guided Missile Work Al Redstone

Dreams, Hard Work Built Fulton's Woman's Club
(Ed's note: The following *tont
appeared in goat Sunday's CS:meter-Journal, and Is herewith reprinted for the benefit o/ those
who did not see It.)
In the southwestern tip of Kentucky in Fulton County there are
224 women who've got the word
—the written word—in the more
than 4,000 volumes that make up
their Public Library.
And the women, members of
the Fulton Woman's Club, are
most happy when the townspeople of Fulton and South Fultot% Tenn., take advantage of
this Library in a clubhouse, their
dream come true.
Interest is hillh in ells pet
project, but the members are only
bookish in the hest sense
Led by Mrs. Lawson Roper,

club president and charter member, the women keep busy seasonally.
At turkey time a Thanksgiving
party helps raise funds for furnishing the clubhouse. Also in
the fall, work's a song when the
music department sponsors the
Civic Chorus concert. About 30
men and women sing.
Mrs. M. W. Haws directs the
chorus, which sings at Christmas and during National Music
Week. They key to the club's
musical success, the members say
is two pianos—an upright and a
grand.
The department also organized the Fulton Community Concert Association.
With the flowers of spring
comes the club's annual garden
show One of the most intereated

gardeners is Mrs. Roper, who
has been garden chairman twice.
"Even now I can't help checking the grounds at the clubhouse," the club president confided.
The grandmother of three says
her family is her real hobby,
though. Her granddaughters, Rebecca 4, Susan 2, and Nancy, 6
months4 visit occasionally. Her
only child, Mrs. James Hart, and
Mr. Hart live in Indianapolis, so
seeing the family is something
special.
Mrs. Roper and her husband
have club activity in common.
Assistant postmaster in Fulton,
Mr. Roper is president of the
state postal supervisors and is
active in the Lions Club, Elks,
American Legion, and Masons.
But there's always time for

the Ropers to work for First
Methodist Church groups in Fulton.
Along with Mrs. Roper there
are 29 other charter members
still busy with woman's club
work—including the first president, Mrs. Harvey Caldwell.
These members recall the
club's beginning. The club was
(and is) like a well-spiced cake,
a member remarked. The club
was made up of Sans Souci,
Twentieth Century Fortnightly,
Shakespeare, and Art clubs and
three other small clubs. Each
had a slightly different purpose.
The club has departments to
suit varied interests: art, drama
and literature, music, garden,
junior woman's, junior music,
Beethoven and crafts.
The 159 charter members call-

ed the Chamber of Commerce's
clubrooms their club home in the
first years.
"From the beginning we had
the idea that we wanted a clubhouse, but our reel dream was
having a public library," one of
the members said.
Then the idea came that the
two could be one.
Money-making schemes began
stirring in the heads of the members to build a clubhouse that
would house a library, too.
The result: A country stare
became an annual project. ml
women hold rummage and bake
sales and dreamed up other projects to raise money.
As it came in, the money "was
invested in Fulton business stock
and in 1935 the woman's clubContinued on Page Four

Small Town Growth Seen
When a new cycle comes in the
economic progress of the country it
is observed by most of us only after it
has passed. Not many individuals are
able to see a movement in advance.
This week, however, Prather Price
of Auburn makes an observation that
may prove him to be the exception.
In his business position "front and
center'', he has had numerous inquiries within the past year from farm
families of retirement age, as to the
advisability of housing in town. Farm
couples, ready to retire under social
security which was only recently
made available to therm desire to dispose of their rural holdings and move
to town. No longer able to handle the
arduous duties of farm life, they seek
the conveniences of modern homes,

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

lAcFeatiora

nearness to service centers, such as
grocery stores, the postoffice, drug
stores, doctors and hospitals. Many
of them prefer the friendlier spirit of
the small towns rather than the aloofness of big-city neigbors.
Mr. Price sees in this start of farmer-retirements the beginning of a
movement that will bring substantial
growth to the small towns of the land,
offering an incentive for the construction of more new houses of the
small type to be bought and occupied
by retired couples who will bring to
town with them their monthly retirement checks aggregating a sum equal
to a good-sized factory payroll for
communities that have the foresight
to provide the housing.
News-Democrat, Russellville

Censorship Can't Change History
N..

Censorship policies and practices
of major radio and television networks can't change history.
Yet that seems to be what the
networks are trying to do in banning
"My Old Kentucky Home", and certain other songs written by Stephen
Collins Foster, in their original versions. These songs portray a certain
period in the nation's history — aud
if they are never sung as they were
written over radio and TV networks,
the mode of living of pre-Civil War
days which they depict will be unchanged.
The networks are being forced by
minority group pressure to set up
an "authorized version of edited
lyrics" on certain Stephen Foster
songs, substituting words for these
deemed objectionable to particular
racial groups. They want banned
such words as darkies, massa, mammy, colored man and Old Black Joe.
Many of the phrases came from
the Negro himself, Stephen Foster
was able to capture the plaintive
notes of the Negro singing and incorporate them into his songs, which
through the years have drawn international appeal as truly American.
These songs are a monument to the
Negro—his love, loyalty, wisdom and
deep spiritual feeling characteristic
of his race. They are not a discredit,

but rather a contribution, symbolic of
the period in which they were corn"My Old Kentucky Home" is
known and sung through the world.
It tells a story of days gone by, as do
most of Foster's other songs. Is there
any more reason to feel that it should
be "modernized' than the books,
"Gone With The Wind", or "Uncle
Tom's Cabin"
Destroy the words of Stephen
Foster songs and you might as well
change the mountain ballads, the folk
music, the Negro minstrels, the blues,
because they deal with particular
people or eras.
History of all nations has been
written into their songs—Francis
Scott Key told of our nation's origin
in The Star Spangled Banner.
Such TV-radio censorship seems
utterly ridiculous—actually it is a
slap at our constitutional rights of
freedom of speech. And our Congressmen are certainly justified in demanding an investigation. The networks m.. y find they're the loser in
public good will if they start taking
it on themselves to change the wording of any of these songs so loved by
the great majority of American people.
Ky. Standard, Bardstown

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

The $164,000 Question
By Rev. James F. Finley,
movie and TV critic for "The Catholic
World"
WHAT DO YOU thing of Jesus
Christ?
This question cannot be dodged, avoid, blinked at, winked at, parried
or pushed aside. Many men and women attempted those devices during
Christs own lifetime. But Christ
would not accept the evasions. He allowed no in-betweeness. Christ said
flatly, "He who is not with me is
against me."
This question demands an answer
because it is the most urgent and
important question ever addressed to
man and it deserves your utmost
thought and deliberation before you
reply.
WHAT ARE THE FACTS involved in the life of
While on
earth, He spent only the last three
years of His life in preaching and
healing. Yet during this short period
He reiterated one claim which stands

qhrist?
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out above all His other teachings.
This one one claim is so fantastic
that many people pass over it lightly
without understanding its full significance. "I and the Father are one!"
Think of it! By His own words Christ
claimed to be God, equal to His
Father Who is in Heaven!
This theme repeats itself again and
again throughout the New Testament. Nowhere does it exert itself
more forcibly than when Jesus was
on trial before the High Priest.
Caipas questioned Christ: "Tell us if
Thou be the Christ, the Son of God."
"THOU HAST SAID IT," was His
simple reply.
Thus Christ died under the charge
that he made Himself equal to God.
He did not explain that there must
have been some misunderstanding
about His preaching. He accepted the
question of the High Priest without
qualification.
NOW ANYONE can claim to be
God, even our next door neighbor.
But if the latter made such a statement, we'd say he was either insane
or lying. Then what proof did Christ
offer to justify His assertions? His
numerous miracles prove His divinity. The instantaneous cure of the
blind, the crippled, the lepers, and
the greatest miracle of all, His own
resurrection from the dead!
CHRIST, then, stands alone in history. He alone claimed divinity and
went on to demonstrate the truth of
His assertion. If Christ_ be not God,
then Christianity is one of the most
stupendous and monstrous lies of all
times.

bought gas hare since yen
"This is tbe third tine
gave me this road map this moraine"

Kentucky
by

Windage
P. W.

For the past several months
now we have wondered at the
purpose of the blinking green
light on the top of the old coal
chute on the main line of the IC
just north of Fulton. The denied
thing's so high up it didn't look
like a signal.
A reporter's curiosity got the
best of him over the weekend, so
we asked several railroaders that
we thought ought to know. We
won't identify them by name, but
they ought to know.
One said that when it flashes
green, the fish are biting; when
it flashes red, stay home.
Another said it never flashes
red at all, since that would confuse signals on the main line;
that the green flash was to warn
low-flying airiraft.
We thought it might be some
kind of clearance signal for the
nearby yards.
S00000000, Monday we called
the Fulton Trainmaster's office,
and here's the dope:
The light is a "no-injury indicator for the Mississippi Division,
installed to remind railroad personnel to be continually safetyconscious. It flashes green as long
as there have been no division
injuries (Memphis to Paducah,
Cairo to Birmingham).
Whenever there has been an
injury on the Division, the light
will go red for 48 hours.
The idea is reported to have
been borrowed from a Steel Company around Birmingham, which
dramatizes the same thought to
its personnel by means of a figure
holding a lighted torch.
So now you know.
The emphasis on accidents has
been dramatized in many ways,
and the State of Mississippi once
had a very startling method of
warning highway drivers to be
careful: at the scene of every
fatal accident the Highway department erected a skull and
crossbones on the highway rightof-way, with the words "DEATH
HERE" and a large figure under

CONSERVATION
NOTES
By Scott

DeAfyer

After the battle is over there
Is always a clean up, fix up job
or two to do Its true thatt spring
has spring and jumped to the
end of July, the first battle with
the elements are over. November
is the time to repair or perhaps
prepare for the first time a ditch
wide enough, flat enough, gram
enough in it to call the ditch
a
SODWATERWAY. If
yolll
haven't cultivated for the last
time, sow sudan gram at the rate
of 30 lbs. per acre in that ditch,

Isnot,
the symbol indicating the number killed. After several fatal
accidents at the same intersection, with the number posted a
"7" or "10", it was honestly a
chilling experience to approach
the place.
We wondered once about suggesting that our own highways
poet such signs up and down US
51 and US 45, but the totals
would soon mount to such chilling figures that tourists might
elect to quit comig through west
Kentucky and Tennessee.
How would you feel, approaching the overhead bridge north of
Fulton on US 51, upon seeing a
sign "Slow down, 15 killed here."
We submit that it might be a
good idea for the Congress to
pan a law, effective for one year,
obliging every State highway department to mark the scene of
every death a-la-Mississippi.
Then if one weren't convinced
that driving is hazardous and intersections dangerous, just read
the "record" as you drive. Chilling thought, but realistic.
rm off for two weeks come
Saturday for the annual Summer
Camp with the U. S. Army at Ft.
Meade, Maryland. That ought to
signal the start of the hurricane
season for the east coast. We hit
'em almost every year
Our thanks to Royce Jolley.
who brought in a generous basket of delicious peaches to the
office last weekend Royce. as you
know, operates a sizeable fruit
business down on the Martin
highway, growing peaches. apples
and other produce in his Own
orchards.
An old ninon landmark is about to come down, we hear this
week: the three story building
over Fulton Paint and Glass
Company, Skates Goodrich Store,
on Church Street will be reduced
to one story. The two upstairs
floors, generally vacant during
the past few years, were Et constant fire hazard to the area.
draw, or depression that smut
carry the express water from your
land. After corn harvest, disc
lightly sow in fescue. and fertilize well. Once you get it, keep
It by lifting equipment over it
If you are the fellow that caught
that big rain, (the one that lasted all spring) you better go in
that corn field and disc in those
gullies and mow the sudan even if
you should destroy a little corn,
because that will be cheaper
than the front end of a tractor,
or repairs for corn picker elevators. Don't forget the Soil Conservation technicians are at your
service to help you design proper widths and depths of your
permnant sodwaterways Let us
remember—Soil
in
the
Creek
grows no corn, but grafi* in the
waterways will produise hay.

Excavation For 011 Wells
Begins In Calloway County
MURRAY, KY.,—The leasing
of 1011 mineral and oil rights in
Calloway County and the preliminary excavation for drilling
an oil well has citizens here in
an uproar over the possibility of
an oil boom.
The excavation work for the
well started last week on the
farm of Mrs. Pearl Jones, 2.8
miles west of Murray on the
Mayfield Highway
The drilling of the well will
be handled by the H. L. Rowley
company of Shreveport, La. Stephen Rowley, vice-president of the
company, indicated that his company was working for the South
Central Petroleum Company.
The Rowley Company started
preliminary work on the project
last Wednesday and plans to start
drilling operations as soon as a
two-inch water line can be completed from Murray.
Workmen are about threefourths through with the laying
of the water line, which started
at North 18th St. here and extends along the highway to the
site of the drilling.
Rowley indicated that his company plans to drill 6,500 feet,
which will take approximately
130 days with a round-the-clock
schedule. The first 900 feet of the
well will be an 11 inch hole and
the remainder of the distance
will be with a 5% inch rotary
drill.
The company already
has
equipment on the job ready to
start drilling operations as soon
as the water line is completed.
A total of 102 leases of mineral and oil rights on farms in
Calloway County has been recorded at the Circuit Court
clerk's office here. J. C. Bat of
Jackson, Miss., was the man who
obtained the leases.
At least two other people were
reported buying up leases in the

•PLEASANT VIEW
Mrs. George Silted •

county at the rate of $1 per acre
Ross Rutter of Paducah was reportedly one of the persona buy
ing leases in the area.
Bat obtained the lease on she
Jones farm where the drilling
will be started at $1 per acre
Mrs. Jones.. the owner of the
farm, lives in Detroit. A relative
of Mrs. Jones indicated that she
was oontacted by letter about
leasing the mineral and oil
rights.
Most of the land has been
lased in the Penny community.
The site of the drilling is approximately halfway
between
Murray and Stella on Highway
121.
The last oil well drilling in
this vicinity was at Farmington
In 1936. This venture was started by several Murray businessmen, but failed to find oil after
going 2,400 feet.
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SAT. -Red Skelton in
PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1
in color
Plus
Lex Barker in
?ASEAN'S HOIDEN JUNGLE
OH

SUN. A MON.
JAYNE Mansfield in
PIIKALR JUNGLS
Plus
OKLAHOMA WOMAN
in color

TUES. A VVED.
75. A CARLOAD
Marjorie Main in
TIM KETTLES ON OW
KoDOPIALD'S FARM
COKING Prt-Sei.
AUG. 111-17
FATS DOMINO in
SHAKE-RAITLE as ROCK
Plus
RUNAWAY DAUGHTKIE

Bro. Wall delivered the morning memage at Pleasant View
Sunday. Bro. Charles Jobe of
Water Valley filled the pulpit
Sunday night in the absence of
Bro Wall
Mr and ars. Thomas Matcher
of Chicago have been spending a
few days with Mr and Mrs
Pultee-Usima City Illmanway
Treal Doughty and foully.
Mrs Lottle Pierce of Orlando,
AUG. 0-10
Ina visited Mr and Mrs Calvin
(Starts at 7:30
Thomas Saturday.
ISTANBUL
Mrs. Jewel Ross returned to Errol Flynn,
Cornell Wilde
Detroit with Mr and Mrs. Vettiplus
roe to make her home.
(Starts at, 9:15)
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Diaque.
KANSAS RAIDERS
Donny
and
Sandra
of
Port Audie Murphy
Brian Donlevy
Wayne, Indiana visited in our
SUN-MON-TUSS-WED
home over the weekend
AUG. 11-12-13-14
The W M. U of Pleasant View
(Starts at 7 30)
met in the home of Agnes WilFIRST SHOWING IN
kinson Saturday afternoon with
UN1091 CITY AREA
eight present. The now officers
were elected vs follows: president
Magdalene
Jackson. vice-president, Martha Thomas; secretary
and treasurer, Fannie Elliott
program chairman. Lucille Mui
ton.
Mr
and Mrs. James ledger.
plus
Marilyn Jacobs and husband of
(Starts at 9:00)
Texas are visiting Mr. and Mrs
FIRST SHOWING IN
Bill Milton and other relative,.
l'N1ON CITY AREA
here.
The
Pleasant
View
Sunday
School will go to Reelfoot Lake
Saturday for their annual picnic.
Bro. and Mrs Wall and family
XXIII MIMS• MIN inall
were guests Sunday in the home
NO MS • Miliu
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl McNatt.
...111.1111111MIN
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Dear Pat,
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DAYTOI

for HOM3

Ma
BENNETT

PHONE 20

Fans"Just Around The Corn"
See Us For Your Needs
JUST RECEIVED a fresh shipment of Nitrate of
Soda, excellent for side dressing corn and tobacco.

ONLY

SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
It is nearing time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch. Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,
Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue

Go lb Cher* Ihalley

UNFORTUNATELY, too many people pay scant attention to these considerations. They fail to see that their
own happiness and the chaos in the world rests in their
tragic neglect of Christ — His grace and His teaching.
Yet each and every one of us must consider for himself what his answer will be. Think, read, study, pray . . .
before you make a decision. Remember, your answer has
your destiny bound up in it. "What do you think of
Jesus Christ?"
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questions for me?
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answers at all. I hope you can help me.
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.
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For less-per-day than most families spend for
almost numberless small luxuries, you can now
have a glorious modern Story & Clark piano
In your home! And, yes—your rentals can later
be applied against full purchase, if you wish!
Telephone!

No wasted power, no excess
pounds! Chevy trucks with the
right power — right capacity —
stay and save on the job!
From Chevrolet ... a just-right
blending of space, weight and
engine performance designed to
get your jobs done quickly and
efficiently.
And the right power, too, rang-

ing from the 140-hp Thriftmaster 6
to the high-torque 210-hp Super
Loadmaster V8. Light-duty models
feature America's most popular
6-cylinder engines—economical
champs that are famous for the
way they stay on the job.
Chevrolet's ultra-modern shortstroke truck V8 offers compact,
efficient design that minimizes engine weight to give you additional
I

money-saving payload capacity.
Stop in and let your Chevrolet
dealer show you the right truck
for your job.
Here's proof that they stay
on the job. Official registration
figures compiled by R. L. Polk &
Co. show 564,375 Chevrolet trucks
10 years old or older still on the
job . . . 100,000 more than the
second place truck!

Chevrolet
Asicarce57
Ducks
The "Big Wheel" in

I

Only frandased Chevrolet dealers /CHEVROLET/ display this famous trademark
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

trucks1

glows and a repica of minature
members of the bridal party. About 35 guests enjoyed the evening party
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Diary of Doin's
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There's one unhappy aspect of having visitors in the
home . . sooner than you can believe they have to
wend their way back to their respective homes. Nothing
compares to the happiness one feels at having houseTaking time out for a little rest after the tournament
guests. . . and nothing compares to the emptiness that
away
be
to
return
and
bags
their
pack
they
and enjoying a golfers visit are left to right: Martha
comes when
year.
another
and Frances Amberg of Hickman, Elizabeth Mcmaybe
Hall
for
to good food and good talk when
of Mayfield and Joy (Happy 11appenings) Stokes
Dade
Such is the feeling witnessed they entertained at their lovely,
this week by the friends and new home in the Country Club also of Hickman.

A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.

Summer time is play time —
Winter time is work time for
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Middelton
of Madisonville, Ky. who are
visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Henry. Mrs. Middelton
was before her marriage Sara
Don Henry.
Mr. and Mrs. Middelton entertained with a Bar-B-Q supper on
Saturday evening at Mr. and Mrs.
Henry's home.
Miss Vivian Wilson of Louisville, Ky. was the honor guest.
About 20 friends enjoyed meeting and being with Mr. HuddelWilson.
ton's casein.

Everyone of you have been so like. They were overjoyed with
sweet to call or say something seeing Alice Sunday for the first
to me about my writing — I time in a long week — Alice lookdon't know why — but we can't ed up at her mother and asked
seem to keep a straight face "Why didn't you and Daddy bring
when talking about it. You my kitten?" We parents have a
know that is the way I want lot to learn! Alice is looking forMr. and Mrs. James Browning
us to stay — STAY HAPPY! I ward to a week filled with swimfamily of I. Thomas Callahan, Courts . . . on Wedesday at noon
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keep foam telling it, but you face of another lonesome week, Rupert
Skipper and Bill will be return- Smith's Rose Room and then the Second high, a satin earring case
during the first of the
Amberg
taking
just
know I like to surprise my and Dick, their son, is
tag to their home in Washington, party of fifteen joined other golf- and Mrs. Joe Bennett, bridgeweek. Everyone is always happy
yt
WS W. L. Durbin has heel' re- friends every now and then — life as it comes, shall we
D. C. after a delightful two weeks ers at the Country Club for an bingo.
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. . . golf.
hos- Henry, we all missed seeing
Among the Hickman
bride-elect was a piece of linen. Cancer society. Other officers are help me — call me when you
ters Mrs. Ward Bushart and Mrs.
ere Mrs. you—!
tesses this week
On Wednesday night another
Ass
were
attending
Guests
Hickman.
have a party, house guest, if you Thomas French and Mrs. - Charles
Lois Haws and all the other branch of the family entertained Gibson, the honoree, Mrs. George Mrs. Tom French of
Mrs. Richard are going out of town and Travis (better known to all of
friends and relatives.
the Callahans when Dudley and Truitt, Jr., Mrs. Jack Snow, Mrs. vice - president;
But while here this interest- Maxie Meacham and Thomas' Louis Weaks, Mrs. Charles Ham- White of Hickman. secretary, and when you return home. Say this her friends, young and old as
ing family had themselves a mother, Mrs. L. H. Howard spread ra, Mrs. Jerry Hawks, Mrs. Joe Mrs. Gilson Latta of Fulton, is more fun — I'll know what Miss Mabel.
all of you are doing.
whale of a time visiting, and be- the festive board for the popular Bennett, Mrs. Don Hill, Miss treasurer.
Mrs. French and Miss Mabel
Named as a new one-yesx diEuropean Traverses
ing feted at many social gather- guests from the Nation's Capitol. Mary Ann Hill, Miss Norma
entertained with a delightful Tbe following were patients ii
Hornsoy
Martha
Mrs
was
rector
honor.
their
Before Thomas and Wilda joined Owen, Miss Betty Gregory and
ings in
Judge and Mrs. C. P. Mabry
afternoon
of Hickman The two new three- and daughter, Joyce, are spend- sununer tea Thursday
hospitals Wednesday
the IOW
the other guests for dinner they Miss Ann Latta.
honoring Mrs. Mason Travis.
Mrs.
are
mansbers
year
board
morning
Maryof
home
the
at
in
dropped
the
summer
all
the
ing
seeing
to
welcomes
warm
Extending
On their first weekend here,
Fred Stokes, Jr., and Mrs. Ruth towns and countries of the ConAL
Nelle and Doc Wright where they
the guests as they gathered at the HAWS MXMORI
And hostesses away from Ful- Johnson, both of Hickman
Sara and Ward Bushart enterDukedom ; Mrs
Bell.
C
A.
Mrs
Don
Midshipman
with
visited
finished
just
have
They
tinent.
Parish House were the two hostained for them at a delightful
ton are also honoring popular
Mrs. Asthur Roman was named
Cloy°. Veatch. Crutchfield; Halbuffet supper at the Fulton Wright who arrived Monday from Frederica. At the Andrew John- city chairman for Fulton. assist- a tour of Italy and Switzerland tesses, Mrs. French and Kiss bert Oarltort. Martin; Kra. Seand are now on a northern trip Mabel and the honoree. Mrs. MaCountry Club. The guests gather- Rio de Janiero after a two- son Restaurant in Camden, Tenn. ed by Miss Witutie Bowlin.
ward limIth and Mrs. Robert
to the Scandinavian countries. son Travis.
ed around seven o'clock and had month's cruise on the USS Nort- a group of ladies entertained at
Marl McGee of Water Valtey.
hampton.
Before Mrs. Mabry left she
a wonderful time just visiting
luncheon for this lovely brideThe tea table was centered Boss Martin, Cayce; Bill Maintold me she and Joyce were look- with an arrangement of pink line, Strongsville. Ohio:
and talking over old times. At a
elect.
Mrs
ing forward to seeing Copen- Magic 141lies Outstanding de- Bennie YVAN., Mrs Julian Shell.
beautifully appointed table in
And lovely Miss Carol CallaHostesses were Mrs_ Emory
hagen. as most Americans love signs of 'lillies were placed at Mrs W K Yates, Mrs Raymond
the club-rooms a buffet dinner han Las come in for her there Florence, Mrs. John Wyly Lashit. The Danes are most gracious focal points throughout the Pariah Hutchens. W. H Dunning, A
of ham, turkey and "trimmings" ait honors when many of the lee, Mrs. W. L. Hall, Jr., Mrs. Phil
Miss Sandra Bowen, 17, senior
and friendly.
was served to the guests.
House.
young ladies around town en- Carmen and daughter, Phyllis.
Campbell. Mrs. A B Stoker. W
at Fulton, Ky., High School, is
The Mabrys are visiting their
From the time of their arrival, joyed visiting and meeting her
Alternating at the tea table P Jetfrees, Meade Rushing, Mar
Miss Gibson was lovely in a the first Mid-South entry in the
two weeks ago% the Callatians at several nice parties . . . Mary- light blue cotton satin frock with Prep All-American Beauty Queen parents, Lt. and Mrs. David were Mrs. Mozelle Travis, Mrs. Herring. Mrs. Robert Phillips and
Holland. Claire and David are W. C. Hale, Miss Shirley French Jane Warren all of Fulton
have been on the go .... as hon- Melte Wright was hostess at an blue accessories. She wore a contest at Memphis.
stationed out of Frankfurt, Ger- and Miss Helen French. Many JON= HOSPITAL
orees at many get-to-gethers, afernoon tea last week honoring white gift corsage. The honoree
will
maids
her
queen
and
The
and while they "were resting" Carol when about forty friends was presented a milk glass bowl be selected at Hotel Peabody many.
friends called between the,1Iburs
Finis Cathy, WIngo: Greeter
Gel/ Coast
Thomas and Wilda spent a great gathered at the Wright home in as a gift from her hostesses.
cif 4:30 and 6:30
Wright, Cayce: Mrs. George A Aug. 29 and honored next day at
deal of their time on the golf the Highlands to share the afterMrs. Mason Travis and her dams, Water Valley. Mrs. J A
Sandra Stokes has returned
A delicious three-course lunch- the Prep . All-American football
course.
noon with Carol. . . Mary-Nelle eon was served.
from a two weeks visit in Long two sons, Tom and Richard, of Sterling.
Pleids,
Mrs. Harold
•
game.
was assisted in serving and reKiss Bowen, daughter of Mr. Beach, Miss. She spent many Cleveland. Ohio are house guests Glenn Goodwin and Don Mann of
her
Gibson,
Miss
were
Guests
Their busy vacation included ceiving her guests by Mary Jo
and Mrs. Lawrence Bowen, is a happy hours with Mr. and Mrs. of Mrs. Charles Travis on Troy Fulton.
a dinner party at Bob and Louise Westpheling
. . Carol's aunt, mother, Mrs. Fred Gibson, Mrs. majorette with the Fulton High Charles Mauldin in their home Road.
FULTON HOSPITAL:
Sr.,
Hall,
L.
W.
Mrs.
Fry,
Mildred
Brtde—elart
Binford's at the lovely Binford Lois Haws was the hostess at a
on the beach.
Mrs. Bobbie Curtin and Mrs
band
home on Third Street, when the luncheon for Carol and Anne Fall Mrs. W. T. Gibson, Mrs. Hubert
The glowingest girl I've seen W. C Renshaw of Union City.
The high light of Sandra's trip
spacious front porch was a won- and Marianne Bennett etertained Teaster, Miss Laura Melton, Mrs.
was a day in New Orleans. Some all week was Paula June Horns- Mrs. Lonnie Elmbro and J W
derful place to share the hospit- this eharming young visitor with Joe Butterworth, Mrs. Leburn
of the out-standing sights enjoyed by Monday night as she greeted Pillow of Clinton Milton Brow Paris,
of
Brown
Kate
Mrs.
Jones,
ality of the evening when Louise a coke party . . . and Judy
by Sandra were, Orleans Alley, her friends in a lovely white der. Oak Ridge. Tenn.; Mrs Vera
"cooked up" a delicious meal of Browning was hostess to a small and Mrs. Horace Lashlee.
better known as "Pirate's Al- cotton sissy dress. Mrs. Lee Kear- Brashears. Jessie Hicks, Luther
chicken chow mein.. .Maree Bus- group at dinner for Carol . . . on
Captain Paul Westpheling, Jr. ley"; this is very colorful with by and Mrs. Rey French Kemp Pickens and R Z Mount of
Here and There: Elizabeth Mc- Captain Felix Gossum, Jr., Cap- all the artists and their exhibits. of Lexington, Ky. entertained Water Valley: Mrs Henry Lawhart entertained Wilda at a very Thursday morning . . . as somehappy and somewhat novel party thing of a farewell party for their Dade of Mayfield and formerly tain Jack Snow, and Lt. Gene The Court of Two Sisters Res- with a miscellaneous shower at rence, Mrs W. C Omer, Mrs
when a group of gals enjoyed cousin. Susan and Lynn Bushart of Fulton visited in the home of Hatfield, all of Fulton, and Major taurant, (where upon Sandra told the R. F.. A. building Monday Lucille McCoy, Mrs. R. V. MeWilliam and Exie Hill for a brief Joe Johnn of Clinton will be us not to eat there — the food night -at seven thirty, honoring nial, Sr.. 0, W. Burrow. Fred
luncheon _at the Park Terrace were hostesses to a coke party.
stay this week . . . Mrs. Alton among the 125 officers and en- was bad and the restaurant was Miss Hornsby, bride-elect of Farmer. Mrs. Bertie T. Robe
then dashed out to the golf
course for an afternoon of hitting
Jerry Home. B. B Stephenson
While the local social calendar Butler of Ponca City, Oklahoma listed men of the 439th Military no longer owned by the original Harold Garrison
the little white ball around . . . has been filled with events for is visiting with the Bob Whites Government Company departing family — they had lost it in a
Yellow and white daisie MUMS Jere Pbrue. L T Pharis, Mrs
Lois Haws gathered the family visitors, so too has it been filled ... Mrs. Butler is Bob's sister
for Pt. George Meade, Maryland law suit a couple of months ago.) filled the party rooms. The brides Mike Pry. Cola Johnson (colored
around for a real treat of a din- with parties for Frederica Gibson Elsie and Louis Weeks left last on August 10th.
Needless to say with everyone table was centered with golden and Carol Warren all of Fulton
ner at Lois's hospitable home in who will be married on August Friday for an extended western
The 439th, the oldest organized glaring we ushered Sandra out.
trip with their destination Cali- Army reserve unit in West Ken- but fast!
the Highlands. . what fun that 25 to J. Wayne White.
group must have had enjoying
I'm just going to list a few of
Elizabeth -Caldwell and Irene fornia to visit with Mary Davis tucky, is the largest Company of
good old-fashioned family visit- White, were hostesses at a most and John Dickert ... en route the its type in the nation. It is lo- the outstanding places we visiting that Thomas and his family happy dessert bridge at the Weaks's joined Wilma and Ben cated in Paducah, and annually ed — but understand I could
just love . .. Last Saturday Irene White home on the Mayfield Berger of Oklahoma City for the spends two weeks active duty write page after page about New
and Bob White had an enjoyable Highway last Wednesday. Eliza- trek to the West Coast . . . Mari- summer training at Ft Meade, Orleans, if I thought anyone
dinner party for the Callahans beth and Irene are past masters lee and George Truitt of Lake- which is • headquarters for the wanted to read about My Child
at the White's lovely "home on at dispensing with charming hos- land, Florida are visiting with Second Army.
In New Orleans! The St Louis
the hill" on the Mayfield high- pilality and the party for Fre- Florence and Frank Beadles . . .
The Company will return from Catherdal, one of the most famway . . . then on Sunday the derica was one of their loveliest Miss Sue Wade of Louisville is training on Sunday. August 25th ous churches in North America,
Callahans were busier than usual affairs. Three tables of bridge visiting with Mr. and Mrs. HarCasa Hove, one of the most perbecause Ruby and Maxwell Mc- players enjoyed the afternoon.
vey Caldwell .. . Margaret Whitfect examples of early Spanish
Mrs. Atkins Named
Dade entertained at a big family
architecture, also the "Heine
The bride's table held a bud nel and children, Charles and
dinner when all the kith and kin vase with a tube rose, and the Linda, are visiting her aunt in Mission School Dean
House", a typical example of
The annual school of missions French colonial architecture. The
got together to enjoy one of other tables were decorated with North Carolina . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Ruby's incomparable meals . . . a single rose. Gamlen flowers Chester Simon and sons of Jack- and Christian service of the Famous French Market, the
Sunday night Elva and Ernest were used profusely throughout son, Michigan are visiting with Methodist Memphis Conference wharves and harbor, Old St
Fall got their lovely back yard in the house.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barney Woman's Society of Christian Louis Cemetery — oh! there was
readiness for some out-door enThe hostesses served an ice Yates and with his parents, Mr. Service will be held August 12- more to see than we had time
16 at Lambuth College, Jackson, for. We Plan to go back when
joyment when Thomas and Wilda course, with individual corsages and Mrs. Jack Madding.
Tennessee. Mrs. W. S Atkins, Cubb gets old enough to tell a
were again the honorees . . . on of tube roses on each plate as
Fulton, will be dean of the school. drive-in-movie from outside teleTuesday night Lois Jean and Rod- favors.
WOMAN'S CLUB—
ney Miller were host and hostess
vision.
Miss Gibson won the high score (conunu.a trim Page Oue)
"MAIL IN MOTION"
house library was built
Bear Creek Camp
deal"Mail In Motion" a film
A year later the twin cities
talked
I
with Jessie Lou Goaldthe
of
transporting
the
with
ing
gathered
now)
(population 7,000
to watch the clubwomen "burn United States Mail will be shown er Tuesday morning. She and
the note," signaling that the club on xrvs-itiv Channel 12, Cape Duck had been to see Alice, their
Girardeau at 12 noon Saturday, daughter who is in her second
UNION CITY. TENN.
was free of debt.
• /week of girl scout camp. All
The shelves of the new Lib- August 10, 1957.
—Still a few outstanding values left from our
AirCLENTON mothers and fathers are just ar—
rary—the only library in Fulton PICNICT-IAtER
The eleventh annual Farm Bu—were filed with only a few
Summer Clearance:
gift books at first. Now there are reau picinc and Hickman County
4,088 volumes, with a circulation Youth Fair will be held Saturday,
average of 250 a month. Mrs. August 10. More than 1,000 HickSummer Suds
man county families are expected
John Daniel is librarian.
broken sixes
Junior women have become an to attend the annual event which
important force in keeping the will be on the Central School
Fulton club going. Each year grounds in Clinton.
We have a larger and
they donate a $100 scholarship
newer selection of
DEGRElt AT UK
to an outstanding girl in the FulGlenn Alderdice, Lynnville, reton schools. A kindergarden in
Sport Shirts; good selection
• Solids and fancy patterns
Carr Elementary School is ano- ceived his Master of Science in
ther junior-department project. civil engineering degree at the
Regular 39c values
Small-medium-large-extra large
that is going for
Mrs. Nathan Wade is president UK summer school commenceLexington
in
2
August
ment
club.
junior
the
of
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HOSPITAL NEWS

E3

Sandra Bowen Enters
Prep Queen Contest

•

Local Officers Leaving
For Summer Camp

FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE
Up To 50 Reduction On All
Summer Merchandise

BOYS — INFANTS TRIII1 2 MS.

GIRLS — INFANTS THRI1 SUB-TEENS

THE YOUTH CENTER

LAST CHANCE!

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains

SAVE NEARLY 50%

LADIES PANTIES

69c PRINT

SAVINGS UP TO 50%

3 PAIRS $1

3 YARDS for $1

The Whilnel Funeral Home Offers:
Summer Slacks
A good selection still left

BIG REDUCTIONS
One lot Famous Brand straw hats
Originally to $6
$2.95
__

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Fads About Prices: We have Funeral Services in
price ranges to suite your financial circumstances.
We can guarantee that ,you will not find prices
more reasonable anywhere. You get most for your
money where the service and embalming are superior — because the same service and embalming
are included in the lower-priced as well as in the
higher-priced funeral. All this means: It Costs No
More. To Have The Best.
Credit on Tennessee Burial Policies: We give full
credit on these policies when you call us to serve
you.
408 Eddings Street
Telephone 88

Our fall Bales and Spring-Knit
material Has Arrived

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
INC.
Lake Street

Phone 192

Fulton, Ky.
AN

Jimmie Smalbnan
Breaks Both Arms

Church of Christ
Announces Topics
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GOLF TOURNAMENT-

ILDTURNII FROM noarrrat, 32 Warrants Issued For
John Dawes, who has spent the Sanitary Violations
pt two months in Kennedy
Thirty-Two warrants for breath
Hospital In Memphis recuperating from injuries suffered when of the garbage ordinance and 13
his car collided with a train, re- warrants for maintaining unsaniturned to his borne north of Pul- try toilets and of not being conion on August 6th
nected to the city sewer were
issued from the Police
today
ay
Sund
b
Go To num

continued from MEP One
e, which got no contradiccours
J. V. Smallinan, Fulton, fell tion from any of the visiting
"The Liquor Problem" is the
working in
golfers is that Fulton's Country
sermon subject for Sunday, Au- from a ladder while
Friday, suffering Club is one of the best and pretlast
n
10:50
and
iii.
Marti
a.
9:00
at
11th
gust
was
arms. He
course in the State. (Here
a. m. Mr. Oliver Cunningham, fractures to both
c in tiest
taken to the Campbell Clini
ymaster Spud Edwards takes
minister.
Cadd
bone surgery a bow.)
"Divine Healing" is the sermon Memphis, where
In other scores chalked up in
subject for Sunday, August 18th was performed.
He is reported to be resting Tuesday's tournament the results
and will be broadcast over Radio
well.
are these:
Station WFUL.
Fulton Country Club
Next week, August 12 through
Medalist, Virginia Rogers; low
the 17th, Mr. Oliver Cunningham Ladies All-Star Softball
putts, Sara Bushart. (Association
can be heard each morning at
Game To Be Her. Tonight
rules indicate that a golfer may
8:45 a. m. on the program, "Mornll
softba
ladies
all - star
An
win only one prize in a tournaing Devotions" on WFUL
a
play
will
n
Pulto
team from
ment). Since Lucille Adams drew
Toon
eY.
Ridgl
Hite teem from
could
IN UNION CITY
Thursday for the day's medalist she
here at the ball park
ist for her inas
medal
win
not
k
Fran
or
ern
Gov
ssee
Tenne
night August 8.
ual club. Lucille also had
Clement will be the guest speakby divid
The loco/ team, sponsored
low putts, with eleven, but could
y
Club
er at the Union City Rotar
pickise
compr
Smith's Cafe, will
not be considered since she was
on Friday. August 14. the Club
four ladles'
ed players from the
nament medalist).
tour
annpimced this week. From Union
Chime
here.
teams now organised
Sikeston: Medalist, Mary
City, Clement will visit the Newtime Is 730 p. m
Thornton (55), low putts, Betty
born Centennial.
Estes, (17). Mayfield: Medalist,
Jane Ann Nall (45), low putts,
Virginia Harp, (17). Murray:
Medalist, M.adalyn Lamb (56),
Hiway
in
Mart
on
putts, Betty Haks, (15). Melow
on
Fult
of
h
Sout
Located 1 2 miles
tropolis: Medalist, Patsy Parks
(46), low putts, Lois Tiner, (13).
4.•••••••••••
Paducah County Club: Medalist
Janette Watt (49), low putts', Nell
Basharn, (18). Paducah Rolling
Hills: Medalist, Eleanor Griffin,
(50), low putts, Lorraine Ross,
(15). Paducah Paxton Park: Medalist, Sandra Slunneyer, (47),
Alice Rothrock, Maggie Cum E
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"THE GREAT
E"
LOCOMOTIVE CHAS
A Walt Disney feature

SATURDAY, AUGUST ID
BIG 3 FEATURE PROGRAM
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NATTRAMA
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TURKEYS

(Continued from Page One)
Grade.
Rose, Hallett-Janitor.
TIREr NORMAN
Thompson, Miss Pauline-Prin.
& Int
Bondurant, Ruth D.-Primary.
McClay, Mrs. J. P.-Primary.
Williamson, Kathryn-Prin. &
liatermediate.
Thomas, Cy--Janitor.
MILTON
Tucker, Mrs. A. Z.-Prin. &
Intermediate.
Hart, Ella-Intermediate.
Jackson, Mrs. Hugh-Primary
Hughes, Henry-Janitor.
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
Mrs. Amanda J Armstrong,
Fulton, Milton; Mrs. Ouida
Fulton, Milton; Mrs. (has. B.
Bennett, Fulton, H. S. Elem.; Mrs.
G. B. Butterworth, Fulton, H. S.:
Mrs. K A. Bynum, Martin, Elem.,
H. S.; Mrs. Lena Davidson,
Crutchfield, Elern, 1-3; Mrs. Jessie L. Fleming, Fulton, Elam;
Mrs. Felix Gossum Jr., Fulton,
IL S. Eng. Gra.; Mrs. E. C. Grisham, Fulton, H. S. Eng. Gra.;
Mr. Avery Hancock, Fulton, H.
S.; Miss Pauline Moody, Fulton,
Wilton; Mrs. Neva Poynor, Cayce,
Corn.; Miss Louise Sebastian,
Martin, Elem.; Mrs. Evelyn P.
Sparkman, Bradford, Eng. Sc.,
Horn. Ec.; Mrs. James Warren,
Fulton, Elem.; Mrs, Lillian Wells,
Martin, H. S., Elem.; Mrs. Winifred Whitnell, Fulton, H. S.,
Elem.; Mrs. Herman Williamson,
Fulton, Elem, 1-8.

-Third Feature -
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HELL'S CANYON
OUTLAWS

'
lb

Whole (Shank
or Half
Pbrt.
La. 1174
Soper Meat
Marie
Seeger Wises

Super Right
SMOKED
10 to tetb. Avis

Hams
Bacon c.n.....
Country Hams

04..•

Ono)
"trouble" to be found in artificial containers in and airotusd
vacant
homes, cemeteries and
lots. Tin cans, glass vases, anything that will bold water is a
breeding ground for the "wrigglers" and must be emptied or
sprayed,
The spraying program will continue here through the month of
October, with air and ground
spraying at regular Intervals
the
germ,
The encephalitis
group stated, is normally carrimitted by wild birds, and trans
.
ed to humans by mosquitoes
found
ly
ional
occas
have
s
Horse
cattle
to be germ -carriers, but
ina
have yet to be found carry
ted
the germ, despite a repor
the
nearby diagnosis of a cow in
area, reported last month

Mustard
!Wan et Herm Radii&

2 Jar1:17c

Osis
owner
Interest In that farm as sin
if othervote
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eligib
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has rewise qualified); (2) who
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current
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;
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payme
a
currently
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ting
marke
a
ic
(4) is
eatubllahed for the farm;
loan or
eligible for a cooperator's
eligiother price support; (6) is
the Natble for a payment under
or OD
ional Wool Act Program;
nt under
payme
a
for
le
eligib
is
carried
either of the programs
Act
out under the Soil Bank
by balThe method of voting
an oplot assures each farmer
travelportunity to vote without
place.
g
pollin
ap
centr
a
to
ing
will be
Ballots have been, or
rs
soon, mailed to eligible farme
Obion
in every community in
be reCounty. The ballots must
arked
turned in person, or postm
orin
5
mber
Septe
than
later
not
der to be counted.
USED TO GROW
When Kentucky was admitted
to the Union in 1792, the popul
the
ition was 100,000 and by 1800
than
more
settlers numbered
210,000.

790 Sirloin Steak

26-28 LB. AVERAGE

SHORTINiala

69c

Watermelons

3 c.."*. 99c_

39c

990

lb.

57. Bologna "= 71.7*. I lb494
Pork Sausage e""Zur c.7. 49°
lb. 3k
79° Whole Fryers

Crisco
s•
i aLb
c

39'

lb.

NTH
AUGUSTAS NATIONAL SANDWICH MO
'Zak Lunch Meat '46%*"' 3 ctsalt LS
C•old Cuham,
1Z29c
.
sandwich Bums sz•-• 7321c ChooseroW

KRAFT*

DUNCAN Hi1141.11

-

4.69
(
Peaches
CANTALOUPES Jumbo California 3 for 85c
2 49°
Seedless Grapes77.7"
Potatoes 7=
Z 39°
Yellow Onions pvis.",

Coke Mixes
WhIterYstlew-Spio•-DevIte1•414

I

Pkgs. I•00
3 19-oz.

oar*

CHURNOOLD

Margarine
1isi
1-Lb. 3
INN
Ctn.
SHEDDS

ANN PAGE TOMATO

Old Style Sauce
8-ox.
Bottle

Ketchup . •.3 1A"L49'
c
9
3
•
•
s
2
r
.
a
B
g
Fi
.
50

29c

Bottles

Lady Betty

Sandwich Spread
°
1.141
,
14-

SILVERTOWN

33c_

PABST SPARKLING

Beverages

PLkb.

All Flavors

6 10Con-oz.s

11044A•aree
4 Pk. Saltines

7lin

NORTHERN

Toilet Tissues
White

or Assorted Color

4 Rolls 37c

.
30

K RAPT

Macaroni Dinner
7-ox.
Pkg.

.

17c

Biscuits
Oven Ready

2Ctns. 27c
Spic & Span

Special
Offer
Omen•
White Spews

,,,,,
27
/ gin
Sele

Camay SoaTp

GREEN DEODORAN
FACIAL
I
BATY%

2Bar.39c I 2..,.27c

Jar

Ctn.

Giazeitonuts

Picnic Set . 89f

Ched-O-Bit

t33c
';:`.
3

Palat

Roller Kit.

American or Pimento
01) Lb.
CHEESE
AG Loaf 6
FOOD

SAT, AU.IS
PRIOMI IN THIS AD IIPPRaTIVI THRU

Camay Soap

BLUE DOT

Pkg.
16411

101,1-oz.
Can

Just Reduced
ids
SS;;;;t Light Eal.29
t2 PM*,

CLEANER

I-Lb. 6-0s, Box

or

19.
`7:: 1.15
3 7.. 1.00
1 3'14
.=
2Jars 39°
25°
25°
43°

lorie-teriker

BALLARD'S

16-oz.
Box

Crackers
A & P Instant Coffee
Dill Pickles
Cherries
Grape Jam
Delmonte Asparagus
Hip-O-Lite "sr=
Sweet Milk
All
Red Sour Pitted
Ann Ps

Kraft's Miracle Whip
Sandwich Spread
16-oz.
7go'
Jar

ASC VOTINGcontinued from Page

- PLUS SECOND FEATURE -

Semi-Boneless
Whole or Hatt
11-10 Lb. Av.

Hams

MOSQUITOS-(Continued from Page

1111R0
VOIR 11.14018011014
ranee A. sateeopeor venoises

How Christian
Science Heals
"A Mother's Thought Corrected - A Child Healed"
writ, (1Z71 Ku.? basettay 9:1a

Super Right Fully Motored Iasi

Super Right Cooked

NEW TEACHERS-

WALT
DISNEY'S

Court
The Health Department of Tennessee and Kentucky, in en-operation with the Police Department,
made a spot check on July 26 and
reported the sanitary condition
in the cities hazardous.

LB. AVG.
OVEN READY-NEW PACK-8 TO 10

FULTON IHIWE-IN THEATRE

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, AUG. 8-9
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Regular Size

Duz
33c :It'79c

3

Ion

10c
CORN
12-ox. Ann Page
ER
PEANUT BUTT Jar (Decorated Tumbler) 39c
Iona Cream Style Yellow
CAN
No. 303

I

29c

C
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SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
mended for use only as cooked
vegetables. It is important to
blanch (scald) all vegetables and
chill them thoroughly before
freezing, to maintain a top quality product. Salad greens, celery,
radishes, le t tu c e, cucumbers,
should not be frozen because
they loose their crispness after
Frozen vegetables are recom- thawing.

Freezing is a safe, easy way to
preserve fruit and vegetables,
meat, fish, poultry, game and
baked or other pre-cooked foods.
Freezing does not improve food,
but it will retain the original
flavor, color and nutritive value
if the food is properly wrapped
in moisture-vapor-proof material.

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
— AND —

Palk and Akron, Ohio On their
All vegetables s hould be DOOM
at
return trip, they stopped
daughand
V.swell
Loren
Mrs.
freezbefore
scalded
or
blanched
days and
several
for
Ill,
Dwight,
spent
Annette.
and
Melinda
matured
ters.
barely
ing. Use young
visited their son. Mr. and Ma
vegetables. Older ones do not Wednesday with her mother, Mrs.
W. D Webb, and sons.
freeze well. Prepare as for the Alfred Ledbetter.
Commission
Power
A Federal
Mrs. Mettle Owyn and son.
Mr Ray Ferguson of Memphis
William Pittman for her hustable. Freeze as soon as possible.
examiner has ordered the TrunkCorley, of Detroit, Mich. are viagrandher
band,
William
Pittman,
Wash in cool water. Cut and sort spent the week end with his par- line
Houston,
Company.
Gap
Mr. and Mrs. John Rowell
according to size. Blanch or scald ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Fer- Teem, to provide natural gas daughter, Denice Pftteneri, and Ring
who
Mrs.
celeguson.
Eimer
Walston
in boiling water.
service to Clinton, Bardwell, WickMr John Ferguson has acceptbrated their birthdays July 17th
Use enough water to cover the
liffe and LaCenter.
?ISAR BAltDSTOWN
vegetables completely. For non- ed employment with the U. S.
present were Mr. and Mrs
Others
alan
for
Clinton's application
leafy vegetables, use about 2 Corps of Engineers and left Mon- lotment of gas has been pend- Denton Pittman and Sue, Mr. ElU10
as
"Wickland" known
quarts of water per pound. For day for Oaruthersville, Missouri. ing before the commiesion for ap- mer Walston, Mr. and Mrs. Char- "home of three governors.' stands
Mr and Mrs. Guy Harris are
leafy vegetables, use about 2
proximately two years. On pre- les Uhlir and children. Charlean, among stately trees near Bardsnew
quarts of water per pound. Do the proud owners of
town. The estate once belonged
vious occasions the commission David and Charles Jr.
C.
Mrs.
and
not blanch more than one pound Chevrolet and Mr.
had turned thumbs down on the
Mrs. Maude Hutchinson and to Dr. Walter Brasneer, the
of vegetables at a time. Put them M. Pugh are also proud owners of applicaUon. along with the ap- grandson. Gene McKnight, have
Bardstown end Lexington surgeon
into a +'ire basket, colander, a new !ord.
plications of Bardwell. Wickliffe moved to the Carl Phillips place. who performed the first successMrs. Berths Levister of Martin and LaCenter.
cheesecloth bag, or any other
Mr and Mrs. William Byrd and ful hip-joint amputation on recontainer that allows free move- spent Wednesday with her sisApplications of the three other Mrs, Willard Haynes left Sun- cord.
and
L.
Caldwell
T.
Mrs.
ter.
ment of the vegetables, and imtowns were approved along with day morning for Memphis to be
merse them in briskly boiling family.
Clinton's.
with their sister, Mrs Thurman
BY THAT WANE, ANYHOW
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wayne Davis
water. Start counting blanching
Howell, whose husband is seri&predations
the
approving
In
Southeast of Winchester is the
time when vegetables are immer- and children of Fulton, Mr. and of the four cities, the examiner. ously ill at the Baptist Hospital.
Alvin
Ferguson
and
Mrs.
Cite
of Eskippalathiki, an Indian
daughtwater
water.
the
If
boiling
sed in
Howell Purdue, ordered TrunkVisitors In our home last week
1764,
takes more than a minute or two ers and Mr. and Mrs. Harold line to deliver a maximum of were Mr. and Mrs Pat Snow, village from about 17111 to
the last
to return to the boil, blanch a Arnold and children of Fulton 573,000 cubic feet of gas daily to Mrs. Ella Veatch, Mr slid Mrs. believed to have been
one in Kentucky.
smaller quantity of vegetables at spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Clinton, 564,000 cubic feet to Willie filcClannahan. Mr
and
one time. The water may be used Ligon Welch.
to Mrs. Bryn Kearby and Mrs. Earl
Mr. H. E. McCord is a patient Bardwell, 144.000 cubic feet
several times for blanching the
Wickliffe. and 515,000 cubic feet
HosTB
the
at
West
Tennessee
vegetables.
same kind of
LaCenter.
Mr and Mrs, Glenn Davis and
pitaL He expects to be hospital- to
Chill the vegetables. Do not
Za.rlier this year the commiss- son. Dwane, and Mr and Mrs
months.
several
there
for
ised
pack vegetables while hot. Lift
of
the application
Wallace Webb returned from a
Anione desiring to write him may ion approved
from the boiling water and put
but at that visiting and sight seeing trip
by directing his mall to the city of Hickman,
so
do
at once into ice water. Add more
to Front approval through Wapthington D. C.. Maine,
the West Tennessee TB Hospital, time refused
ice as needed. Vegetables should
application, as well Canada, New
Jersey,
Nlagra
R000m 4-AB. e42 Jefferson Ave- to Clinton's
be chilled to the center. Remove
as tht applications of the other
nue. Memphis 5, Tennereee. We
from water, drain and package.
men.
three
wish for him the speediest reLabel them, freeze at once.
the four cities
Reg treats of
covery and an early return home.
denied by the
were
Double Feature
Mrs. H. E. McCord, Mr. Billie
on grounds they had not don.
Joe McCord, Mrs. Bobby McCord,
onstrated the elequacy and fey.
— PROGRAM —
Mrs. Moulton Gambill and Mies
!batty of their individual prolog:4e.
Mrs. Carey Friekb •
Louise Cochran visited Mr. H. K.
On the bads of revised showFriday & Saturday
McCord at the West Tennessee
ings. however, Purdue said it
Mrs. Fred Farmer has been TB Hospital Sundae,
Is probably that each of the feu:
very sick due to an attack of
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Gill and
Rex Reason -— in
be economically
Forrest Tucker
pneumonia. Every good wish is children of Centerville. Tennes- projects would
oasis
the
on
least,
successful--at
extended for a soon and complete see and Mrs. Tom GM were reof Trunkline's present wholesale
recovery.
sent visitors of Mr. sind Mrs.
gas rates.
Mrs. Nora Vincent was carried Charley Gill and daughter.
Purdue's initial decision, subto the Jones Clinic last Friday
to commission review, was
ject
and had an ear removed. She is
conditioned upon the four comComsdy!
resting some better at her home
Plus — BARBECUE BRAWL
munities obtaining new approval
near here.
Mrs. Jeff Harebell • from the Kentucky public service
Next Saturday, August 10, is
commission of their revised prothe annual set date for the meetMr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans jects.
loing at the Morgan Cemetery,
and Hugh Deets of Lansing.
cated near Palmersville Road in
Mich. have been veining Mr. and
First District. Funds are needed
Mrs. Luben Orisson and family
to pay the caretaker and receive
and other relatives and friends
Mn. 1111wer Walston •
the work. Those of you who have
here.
askare
loved ones placed there
Mr. ad Mrs. Carl Phillips visMisses Terry and Deiene Webb
ed to send in your contribution. ited Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs.
of Dallas, Texas are
visiting
All donations will be appreciated Jeff Harrison.
their father, Thomas Webb, and
by the cimmitteemen.
Emma Lop Cox visited WedMrs. Wess Jones is making pro- nesday night with Mrs. George grandperenta. Mr and Mrs Wallace Webb.
she
stroke
gress from a light
Black and family.
Mr. Thurman Howell was taken
1.4-00-Iiiir• high,
suffered two weeks ago and reWe are very glad to knsw that to the Baptist Hospital In
mains in bed at her home on St Harry Sams is better and able
wide end Ce1e Porter
a
last
in
is
serphis
and
week
Line Road_ We wish her a com- to be back home from the Bapentertainment I
ious concetion and will undergo
plete recovery.
tist Hospital in Memphis.
We
Ul WNW MIDmorning
Monde
surgery
Bro. L. W. Carlin of Paducah,
Mrs. Billy Gilbert and children wish him a speedy recovery
PRODUCT10114,
Ky. and Bro. Dempsey Hender- visited Thursday afternoon with
Another patient at the Baptist
son conducted a memorial service Mrs. George Black and Telitha. Hospital is one of our frerner
at Acree Cemetery the past SatVisitors in the Lewis Davis
neighbors and friend. Miss Ruby
urday at 11:00 a. m. A business home the past week were Mr. aril
Smith She too has been ill and
meeting was held preceding the Mrs. Paton David and family
underwent surgery. At this writservice. The work was received from III. and Mr. and Mrs. John ing
she seems to show some imby the committee and a good job L. H'udgens and family from provement. Miss Smith la • sishas been done this year by care- Calif. and their granddaughter ter to Mrs. Mosel] Brown and
taker, Mr. Grant Bynum. who from Chicago.
Mrs. John Mitchell of Clinton.
weiner roabt
also is the successful bidder for
Those enjoying
M(111111119411
A delightful birthday supper
the year 1958. Basket dinner was Saturday night at the home of was given- Monday night be Mrs
isnocaos
Comodiospo
•
1
SULOf
XIS(P14
1061A8
GIME
served from the log tables on the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton were
grounds and a very good atten- Yr. and Mrs. Ted Roberta and
dance was had with many ex- children, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gil- ited Friday afternoon with Mr.
Plus — Latest M. G. M. Mows!
pressing their appreciation for bert and children. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Harry Sams UM talnall•
-George Black and Teethe.
the upkeep.
Mr. and Mrs Calernan Evans
Work started on the Fgel Frields
house last week, where a new visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
roof and other improvements will Jeff Harrison.
McMurray spent
Mrs. Clara
be added.
Hay sowing is getting well un- Thursday with Mrs. A. L. Cox.
Guests in the A. L. Cox home
der way and the crop is fine.
Much of the feed has already Sunday and Sunday night were
been sown. The crews, William Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson, Mr.
Roberts and sons, Harvey Dono- and Mrs. Caleman Evans, The
ho-Buton Lassiter, and Cecil Rev. and Mrs. L. 0. Scott, The
Davis-Ray Ainley, have employ- Rev. Jack Smith, Mr. and Mrs
ed all farmers who can help in W. D. Inman, Mr. and Mrs. Clyme McMann and children, Mr.
the work.
and Mrs. A. Simpson and Mary
Mrs. Johnnie
Ann, Mr. and
Stayton and an. Mr and Mrs.
Edd
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell • V. Cox and family and Mrs.
Mrs
Flaldin of Pheonlx, Ariz
Pearl Fisher of Memphis and
Mrs. Effie Lee Sharp was a
Mrs. Hugh Cloyce were the Frirecent visitor of her brother, Mr
dley night supper guests of Mr.
Sam Welch and wife.
and Mrs. Ray Jackson.
of
Scott
Carl
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Ardell Simpson
Memphis and Mr. and Mrs. Corand Mary Ann visited Sunday
ley of Union City visited Mr. and
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Mrs. H. D. Scott and other reJackson.
latives here last week.
Mrs. Jim Hepler visited SaturMr. and Mrs. Lawson Jones,
day with Mrs. A. L. Cox and
visited
Memphis
of
child
Jr. and
family. Lynn Browder is visiting
his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
his father, Mr. K, L. Browder.
R. P. Jones and family last week.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Sams viaLawson Junior and family returned from Spain and is on
three-months leave. His wife is
a native of Spain.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Fowlkes of
her sister and
Martin visited
brother, Kathryn Howard and
William Howard. Saturday after-

Clinton, Bardwell, Wickliffe, LaCen.ter
Win Fight For Natural Gas With F. P. C.

We
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS

"BREAK IN
THE CIRCLE"

(cartoon) it

• MIDDLE ROAD

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

Teed.
Marta
John
AGAR•ENGUSH•CONNORS

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
IT HAPPENED IN THE
WEST INDIES!
DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S

people,
-the

ISLAND
IN Mg
SUN
tv A48' Wftv‘

events

rbrochml by

ROBERT ROSSEN

01

JAMES MASON JOAN FONTAINE
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE
JOAN COLLINS MICHAEL RENNIE

1 the

"BAD LANDS OF
MONTANA"

soml be-skimb.

HARRY BELAFONTE
as &yew.

4
f1
W ri
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7 AMUCK

• NEW HOPE NEWS

FRED ASTAIRE
CYD CHARISSE
.Silk Stockings
JANIS PAIGURTER LORRE

•McCO/fNEIL NEWS

_
COLOR bv OE LUXE
CINEmA.ScoPE

R•htimoixt by
20th Ceiskiry-rox

Color Cartoon — Donald Duck in
DONALD'S TIRE TROUBLE

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE

Comfort • Convenience • beaulo
and Kentucky -Hospitality

Chairs
Gliders
Tables
Easy Terms;
Immediate Delivery

Lodges • Cottages • Dining
fishing, Svvimming , Boating ,
Tennis,÷lorsebock-riding,Camping &

FIFTH

BOTTLED

4.55

EXCHANGE

IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD

PINT 2.85
2-PINT 1.45
1
/

FURNITURE CO.

100 MOO,

MART 5.60

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

Peite .Parks belong to tke people of
Sktjqy
),ttucle,y
promote ticem,.
DIVISION OF PA
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FRANKFORT, KY.
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Weakley Countian Appointed
4-H Club Specialist By ITT

U. S. Warns: Beware
Roney Cancer Clinic

Nnes From Our Roma It,
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Rospital. We wish her a speedy
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0. Anderson, Virgil Davis, Mrs.
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VA Starts Contact
Service In Paducah
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FORDS COST OS PER MIE
Fords cost loss to bey1

Ford can are the lowest
No doubt about al Model for model,
don't be fooled by those
priced* of the low-price three. And
for some "stripped down"
"low prices" now being quoted
Remember, a '57 Ford
field.
rice
m-p
models in the mediu
a car today-with autowant
equipped the way most people
-costs hundreds of dolradio
and
beater
ssion,
transmi
matic
sinsastriy ensupped.•
lars km than these medium-priced can.
l ?dna diallwrirl prleds
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dembroltra ar isseeeseirwr
sawed

Fords cost less to reel

test of gasolise economy,
Is the only nationally recognized
a Ford Six delivered more
Run.
my
Econo
as
Mobilg
1957
the
entered! This, remember,
miles per gallon than may other car
the benefit of a single
for
ted
conduc
was no "private test"
competition between 12
manufacturer. This was grueling
by the United States
different makes of can. . . supervised
Ford led all other
over,
was
test
the
Auto Club. And when
ctual miles per gallon/
can in the thing you want most—a

Warrant Officer Willis
Retires From Navy
Chief Warrant Officer Fred D.
Willis of Route one, Fulton. Kentucky, retired today after 21 years
service at a ceremony conducted
headquarters, P1oric14
the
at
Group, Atlantic Reserve Fleet.
Chief Warrant Officer Willis
enlisted in the Navy in June 1933.
After recruit training at Norfolk.
Va., he was 'assigned to the
INDIANAPOLIS.
U 88
cruiser
After 9 years enlisted service, he
was appointed to the rank of
warrant Carpenter in October
1244, and is considered an expert
in ship repair techniques.
He married the former Miss
Vada M. Atkinson of Loa Angeles, California, in 1237 and they
now have six children. The Willis's will make their permanent
home at 13219 Markdale Ave. in
Norwalk, California.
Augsburg, Germany (AHTNC)
—Army Pvt. Billy J. Junior, 20,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Junior,
Route 2, Hickman, Ky., recently
participated in a four-day field
training exercise with the 11th
Airborne Division's 187th Infantry in Germany.
Junior, who arrived overseas
in Marh 1956, is a cook in the
infantry's Company B.
The 1954 Western High School
graduate entered the Army in
September 1954 and completed
basic training at Fort Jackson, S.
C.

Fords cost less to trade!
used can show clearly
Latest official auction ask figures on
a higher price than
nds
comma
Ford
of
diet the new kind
men who bid
either at ks two low-priced competitors. The
-men whose very
buyers
ional
profess
are
ns
auctio
M Ibex
knowledge of cars.
Evellitood depends apes their expert
e they know that Fords
'They pay more for plied Fords becam
of Ford owners from coast
AsPid wpho vane. Like thomands
Ford is worth same when
that
ered
discov
te toast. they have
is. teal
bey it ... worth more when you sell

ME SOONER YOU TRADE
THE MORE YOU SAVE

you

Y
R COMPAN
J V CAwaySH MOTO
Plass 42
Fulton

Mayfield High

—Specialist Third Class Clyde
E. Batts, whose wife, Celia, lives
in Fulton, Ky., is a member of
the 88th Transportation Company
In Germany.
Specialist Batts, son of Mr. arid
Mrs. M. L. Batts, Water Valley,
Ky., entered the Army in October 1955 and completed basic
training at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.
He was graduated from Fulgham High School in 1952, and
was employed by the Illinois
Central Railroad before entering
the Army.
Gs To Church Sunday

Push-button-guided
freight cars!

button.
Just the touch of a finger on a
car
That's how we point a freight
or
toward New Orleans, Memphis
Omaha, or anywhere.
Electronic gadgets do the rest.
and
Yard switches flip into position,
right
the freight car is guided to the
naspot in the right train for the desti
tion the push-button called for.
It happens many hundreds of times
of
a day at our Markham Yard south
Chicago as cars move toward every
corner of America.
Push-button freight car handling is
one of many innovations that keep
the Illinois Central new. Improvements cost us a lot of money—last
year we spent $35 million. This year
we plan to spend even more.
We believe this money is well spent
—for us and for you. Because it enables us constantly to better our service to you and all of our friends and
neighbors in Mid-America.
WAYNE

A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

FOUNDED 1114

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
WE'VE MOVED: Now located in
larger quarters for your convenience, just 3 doors east at
212 Main Street, in the former
Huddleston Building. Forrester's Shoe Shop, where you will
find all kinds of dress and
work shoes for men.

COST OF THINGS going up twit- FOR SALE: Used upright pianos,
$59.50 up. Completely reconter than your income? You can
ditioned and guaranteed for
make more full or part time
one year. Tinun's Furniture
as a Rawleigh Dealer in City
Co., Union City, Tenn.
of Fulton. Write tor full particulars. Rawleigh's, Dept. KYGTIRE SALE at Dwinett's Cities
1071-RR, Freeport, Ill.
Service on Fourth Street and
HOME furnishings: dish cabinet
Maynard's Cities Service on
$12.50; good living room suites
Martin Highway!
$10.00 to $32.50; good used
washers from $30.00 to $37.50;
CARD OF THANKS
good Dixie electric stove, used
I want to take this opportunity
one year, $110.00; baby play
pen $13.95 at Wade's Used to express my sincere thanks to
Furniture Store. Trade with all who were sn kind and
Wade and Save. 112 Main thoughtful to me and to my family while I Was hospitalized. One
Street, phone 478.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard who his never before experiencand automatic models. $139.95 ed such a feeling cannot realize
and up. Sales and service. how much such help was appreBennett Electric, Phone 201. ciated when it was really needSAFETY-TOE shoes are always ed. My sincere thanks to you all.
available at Forrester's Shoe
Rex Ruddle
Shop.
WELLS DR1LL.ED for industry
and homes. Modern equip- FARM LOANS: Long term,
low interest rates on real
ment, experienced workmen.
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
Write or call Watson Co.,
61, Fulton.
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.

Fresh
Kentucky Lake

CATFISH
--- daily --HOGG'S

FISH MARKET
BARGAINS: Gibson 1-ton airconditioner unit thermatistic State Line—across from Browder
oontrol $189.95. Burnett.
Mill
Tractor Co. 4th St Fulton.
Fulton, Ky.

MOHAWK CARPET

HAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
OR ROOM SIZE
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks of kitchen and bathCall us to estimate your job!
room fixtures; newest styles,
We also install linoleum, aspcolors; prices to fit your pochalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
ketbook. Open anytime, day
tile.
or night at 909 Arch Street.
carry parts and materiFULTON HARDWARE "We
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
and Furniture Company
Phone 1 BARGAINS: gas stoves from
208 Lake Street
$37.50 to $100.00; good wood
and coal stove $20.00; good oil
World's Finest Quality cook
stove $15.00; dining table
and chairs $14.95; 9x12 rugs PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
Zenith T V
expert rebuilding, reconditionlow as $4.95 at Wade's Used
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture OPP
Furniture Store. lYade with
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Repair Service
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street, phone 478.
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
FOR THE BEST -Deaf tin Office
COMBINATION WASHER
ROPER'S TV SERVICE Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
AND DRYER
See James 0. Butts at The
Co., RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
Caldwell
Harvey
Phone 307
Main St.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
AIR CONDITIONERS
Authorized Zenith Dealer
Phone 674. We trade for your
TRADE • NOW
old equipment
WALL-TO-WALL

You're always welcome
at

PETE'S GARAGE
U. S. 51 North

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

Loyd Bone's Transfer

Agent for the Red Ball Transfer
Company serving the 48 states.

We have

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1555

TEXAS HYBRID MILO

Union City Texas 660 Hybrid Mile $25.00 cwt

(Complete stock)
Day Phone 553, Night Phone 353 Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Out of town? Call Collect!
Mail orders—Special orders

1

SPECIAL: Two bedroom suites, BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
one living room suite, one
Shop.
Dixie Electric stove, one dining room suite, used only six
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maweeks, at bargain prices at
chine and electric floor polishWade's Used Furniture Store.
er and electric vacuum cleanTrade with Wade and Save.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
112 Main Street, phone 478.
Phone 35, Churcn Street
NOW is the time to get your LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnTypewriter and Adding Macmowers, all sizes, $64.50 and
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
Peeples, Service Manager of
St. Fulton.
The Harvey CaldweH Company, DRIVE-IN Office Out- WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
fitters, Phone 674.
Shoe Shop.
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working capital,
long
term.
interest,
low
COLDEST BEER
Charlie
Stephenson. Phone
61, Fulton.

IN TOWN!

WANTED: Young ladies to ener
training to make nurses. Salary
while being trained. High
school graduates prefelred.
Apply to: Weakley County
Hospital, Martin, Tenn.

FURNITURE
Repairing

Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

3—used gas ranges: come In
and make us an offer
1—Uned Gibson Refrigerators
Sewing machines rented for
only $5 per month.
(Rent may be applied to purchase price).

SHAINBERG'S

Black & White Store
(Appliance Departaneet)
Union City, 'immense

Fulton

For Your July and

Cold Wines, cold beer

August Painting

All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

contact

the Fulton High School at
o'clock on Monday, August
Any young lady wishing to
for this honor should be at
school on Monday

FIRST STEAMBOAT
In August 1794, Edward West successfully ran a steamboat on Inkhorn Creek, near Lexington, first
on mid-Western waters.

Fulton Paint & Glass

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

Company

Long Term — Low In.tered
No appraisal fin
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

for a
tremendous
savings to you
•
•
•
•

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Aaa'n

212 Church St. Phone 909

A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

Special 15% Discount on
Power Lawn Mowers

Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

CASHION'S

—11111UTairtee—

antatsawasaineassOlt

—All Mowers Sharpened
—Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
—All Engines Repaired
—Authorized Clinton Service
—Clinton Engines and Parts
—Factory Trained Mechanics
—Prompt Efficient Service
—All Work Guaranteed
—Also Electric Motors
—Wiring, Refrigeration.
Appliance, Repair.
—Free Engine Examination

Highway 45
Farm

List your
and town Property
with the

MIK OffOf

OK OlteV IV et11i MIK iNC

AtOK IC AL AIM Stag MK Mg MIK MAW OrIC OE illtIN AC1111111111111111111

PRIZES GALORE
OFFICIAL YOUTH LEAGUE BASEBALLS
21" MOTOROLA TV CONSOLE
MOTOROLA HIGH-FIDELITY CONSOLE

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

Main St

MANY OTHER PRIZES
0111 AIOHM AIM

EX MIK C MIAtfit11111111111M MIKOWN OK NIatIIIilk Wagevagoitimgrudg

SIM

OHM illi111111111111111111111.

COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU THESE NEW TV SETS

—New car trade-ins

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
JOS

14" MOTOROLA PORTABLE TV

MII

NOTHING TO BUY JUST REGISTER

—Low prices, low down-payment

Phone
A

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
—
— —
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective Immediately.
CALL 82 — 11111

Wick Smith Agency

1957 Ford Fairlane 500, 2-door,
hard-top
1956 Chevrolet Bel Air
1955 Chevrolet 4-door
1954 Ford
1953 Buick
1953 Chevrolet 4-door
1952 Plymouth

ADULTS ONLY

Wade Television Service

SEE: Bill, Ellis or Dan at

Taylor Chevrolet
—where the best deals are (Taylor) Made

206 MAIN ST.

murex,KY.
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Clearance Sale
of Used Cars
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LEE GILBERT
WATER VALLEY, KY.
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
AUGUST 9th and 10th

FOR SALE: Dairy cows, fresh
and springers, Bangs tested.
See or call John 0. Kough,
phone 6489, Clinton, Ky.

Specialized Service

Wel'
Wedni
just g
this ci
it I cm
thing
we're
issue,
staff
with r
Paul i

last et

Texas 611 Hybrid mile $24.75 cwt
$3.25 bu.
Clark Soybesuis

A monument can forever
express your devotion.
We offer a wide selection
of designs to meet every
preference.

FARM LOANS

Phone 755-W
408 Second
Fulton, Ky.

ALL TV's ruirtinteliW W be
playing

STORE
Omannerelal Ave.

of
one
12
try
the

MONUMENTS

Antique furniture for sale:
Walnut dresser with marble top
and large mirror; Walnut dropleaf table; many other items.

1-17-inch used Piffle() Console
TV
1---21-inch used Motorola Console
3-17-inch Motorola table
models

COOK'S LIQUOR

SEE THE NEWEST AND
FINEST 1958 MODELS IN
TELEVISION

Granite

Refinishing

FOR SALE

Burk-Hall
Fine Paints
• • • •

Try-outs to select a mascot for
the Fulton High School majorettes will be held on the campus

room

z/

Plenty Free Parking!

2.0

David's Furniture Shop

"Always At Your Berrie*"

Fulton

South Fulton

Phone 399

Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1795

contact

Storage and modern vans;

MASCOT NEEDED

County in 314.

OPEN HOUSE

Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative

USED CARS AND PARTS

YOUR NEXT MOVE

Local and long distance moving;

8, The Fulton News, Thursday, August 8, 1957

Pa
founded

GARAGE SERVICE
JUNK YARD

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins. etc.
*
FREE PARKING

was

MOTOROLA

TELEVISION
400 Main Street

24-HOUR WRECKER AND

College

-

H&M

Fulton, Ky.

Across From Zippy Cafe

Fulton

111$,Iffield Hiway
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PHONE 12$
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